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The album with three new tracks was
released digitally and on CD.n 9x platinum
certified by her 2005 debut album Some
Hearts, . The album debuted at No. 1 in
America, was certified gold in the UK and
platinum in Canada. The world famous singer
Rihanna took part in the recording of the
single "All Eyes on Me". In Canada, the
single was certified gold. In 2004, the single
topped the US "Billboard" Hot Digital Songs
chart and was also certified platinum, gold
and silver in Australia and number 6 in the
UK.Chilly Baby-Tone Adele wrote and
performed the songs "I Want to Know What
Love Is", "Rocky Road" and "All I Want for
Christmas Is You", which also appeared on
the soundtrack of the movie "". In 2005, a
new album was released, called "21". Such
famous singers as Karel Gott, Josh Hartnet,
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Michael Giles, Stevie Wonder, Bianca, Jonny
Greenwood, Nico, Lorelai, Natalie Cole,
Cher, Sanders Kelly, Kanye West and some
others took part in the recording of the
album. Also on the album was a composition
specifically for Adele "Mean Sixteen". With
the arrival of a new producer, Ethan
Richman, the album became harder, and
Adele's voice began to sound more
masculine, which made her more
recognizable. At the same time, Adele's
album still has a phase of unintelligible
mumbling - this is a feature inherent in her
style. The album was certified Platinum Gold
in the US and certified Gold in the UK. All
songs written by Adele, Justin Timberlake,
Snoop Dogg and Andy Bell The album was
nominated for a Grammy Award for Best
Pop Album and a BRIT Awards for Best
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New Artist. The album was given 12 million
digital download orders by the album in the
US. The album sold over 100 million copies
in the UK and was certified platinum in
Australia, gold in Canada and Ireland, and
certified double platinum in Switzerland,
France and Sweden. The result was 12 G
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